Example 1
1979. Newman (1992 Newman ( , 1996 identifies the same pattern in the pronominal choices of speakers in a corpus of American TV interviews. Sunderland reports the decline of pseudo-generics in written British English over the last thirty years or so, and Pauwels discusses Australian usage in this area.
In New Zealand there has been very little research investigating pseudogenerics. Changes in attitudes and perceptions of the meaning of such usages have been described among Otago academics (Stewart, Verstraate and Fanslow) , and New Zealand social psychologists have provided support for the claim that pseudo-generics elicit mainly male images (e. g. Wilson and Ng, Ng) . But we have little evidence about whether New Zealanders follow the purists' grammatical prescriptions or instead adopt non-sexist usages. Moreover, as with studies of overseas varieties, the little research there is has focussed on written usage.
The results of research in this area to date paint a rather mixed picture. Vivienne Holt wrote to ten newspapers and a Christchurch columnist seeking views on non-sexist usages. She found that these influential gatekeepers of written usage held predominantly negative attitudes towards non-sexist terminology: most, for instance, explicitly bannedperson usages. On the other hand, Miriam Meyerhoff charted a decline in the use of pseudo-generics (including he and man) in five New Zealand newspapers between 1964 and 1984. Brenda Zanetti interviewed adults about their reactions to non-sexist generic they, and administered tests to intermediate students to elicit their written usage. She concluded that conservative grammatical norms still strongly influence written usage. A surprising number of her subjects selected generic he following words such as everybody (though this result may reflect her method which specifically drew attention to such forms). More recently I compared the use of pseudo-generic man in the press sections of the Wellington Corpus of Written New Zealand English (WCWNZE), the Australian Macquarie Corpus and the British LOB Corpus (Holmes) . The results suggested that New Zealand was ahead of Australia in avoiding the use of pseudo-generic man.
Clearly there is room for further research in this area. Not only are the patterns in written usage still unclear, we do not yet have any information on the spontaneous choices of 'ordinary' New Zealanders in contexts where a generic is required, either in speech or in writing. The WCSNZE consists of one million words of New Zealand speech, of which half comprises face-to-face informal conversation, a quarter comprises informal dialogue such as phone conversations, radio talkback, and business transactions (shops, meetings etc), and a quarter comprises more formal speech (interviews, lectures, broadcast material etc). (See Appendix.) The analysis examines the occurrence in the Corpus of pronouns which follow non-specific referents such as anyone and everyone. 2 The first step in the procedure was a manual inspection of an initial concordance of almost 7000 tokens to identify potential antecedents such as anyone, anybody, nobody, no-one, person, somebody, someone, whoever: i. e. cases where the speaker had no specific referent in mind. (This was not always easy to establish, even with extensive context.) In total, there were 272 occurrences in the WCSNZE of pronominal forms following such words. This seems a relatively small number in such a large corpus, indicating how difficult it is to study the distribution of grammatical patterns in naturally occurring speech; nevertheless, it is a reasonable sample for examining pronoun choices of this kind. Table 1 provides information on the distribution of these pronouns according to their grammatical function. In most contexts, it seems, New Zealanders spontaneously select the nonsexist pronoun they rather than the prescriptively 'correct' forms he or his in their spoken English. Forms of the male pseudo-generic he are used in speech, though at 10% they are not very frequent at all. They tend to occur in genitive or reflexive roles.
Example 4 (genitive)

I think each individual got to make his own decision
Example 5 (reflexive)
[Referring back to a form such as "each individual " in example 3] that's a waste waste of himself too
These environments together account for only 30% of the sample, but include 63% of the pseudo-generic male pronouns. But these instances are not randomly distributed: e.g. one of the three reflexive examples involves a quotation from a legal document, and another an idiomatic set phrase every man for himself. Another point of interest is the fact that the strategies of shifting to first person or second person pronouns are especially favoured in the subject roles.
Example 6 yeah so if anyone's got any other questions you want to discuss on that topic before we move on to the next
Possible reasons for these patterns are discussed in the next section.
GENERIC PRONOUNS BY TEXT CATEGORY
There are some interesting differences in the distribution of generic pronouns in the Corpus according to the contexts in which they occur. Using the nominative form as a label to cover all forms of a given pronoun, A couple of patterns are worth commenting on. Not surprisingly, perhaps, instances in section MUJ, the judges' summations, differ strikingly from all other text types in strongly disfavouring generic they (18%). On this measure, these judges are the most conservative users of spoken New Zealand English in the WCSNZE. They clearly favour pseudo-generic he (55%), though it is heartening to a feminist to find instances of he/she (18%) in their summations. Formality of context always exerts pressure towards more conservative spoken forms, but this data indicates just how formal the context now needs to be before speakers abandon generic they. The data from lectures and teachers' monologue (sections MUL, MUS), for instance, indicates a preference for generic they over more conservative pseudo-generics. Another interesting point in relation to the distribution of forms by texttype is the fact that half of the occurrences of second-person reference shift occur in the radio talkback (DGB), and business transactions (DGZ) material. It seems possible that in such contexts there may be some special persuasive benefit to explicitly identifying the hearer with the generic: i. e. generic you may be favoured because of its appeal to the listener in a situation where this is especially advantageous to the speaker. In example 7, for instance, the speaker is recounting an embarrassing experience. Use of you rather than generic he or even they makes the account more dramatic and direct and emphasises the point being made.
Example 7 it's embarrassing saying to a someone else at the table that you have to pay for yours
There are some other unusual distributional patterns, but most involve too few tokens to permit generalisation or even to justify speculation (e. g. the fact that there are no occurrences of they in broadcast monologue may reflect simply individual preference, given we are discussing only 4 tokens).
CONCLUSION
Clearly a great deal more research needs to be undertaken to describe sexist and non-sexist usages in current New Zealand English, and to document the decline of pseudo-generics in particular. This short paper has examined just one aspect of current spoken usage-the distribution of generic pronouns in the Wellington Corpus of Spoken New Zealand English.
Overall, the analysis suggests that they is the default pronominalisation, used in speech for 80% of non-specific referents such as anyone. Forms of he occur less than 10% of the time in such contexts. In current New Zealand speech, then, there is good evidence to suggest that pseudogeneric he has all but disappeared. Non-sexist norms have demonstrably displaced the grammatically prescribed sexist forms in speech.
Comparison with the Wellington Written Corpus is an obvious next step. 
APPENDIX: CORPUS CODES AND COMPOSITION
Dialogue
